Here Are All the Best Places to Eat Seafood in Boston
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Boston is fortunate enough to have its own eponymous cream pie and baked beans, but more importantly, we'd argue, it's got chowder.

Lurva bowda chowdah. You can get a helluva lobstah in Beantown, too, and oystahs to boot.

OK—we'll stop pitifully imitating Boston's infamous accent now, as there are plenty of distinguished folk wandering its streets who would roll their eyes at this hyper-stereotypical lack of enunciation of the letter “R.” But we won't stop talking about how Boston's a damn fine town to sidele up with a Sam Adams and a lobster roll—or a dozen oysters, or a bowl of seafood soup—and there are many places within city limits where one can engage in this life-affirming activity.

But for you, Boston visitor or curious local, we've rounded up a bunch of our favorites for our MUNCHIES Guide to Boston, and we hope that you'll enjoy trying them, too. Tie on your lobster bibs and ready those crunchy little oyster crackers.

Saltie Girl: A beautifully designed small space in the Back Bay, every inch of Saltie Girl seems made for Instagram, down to the multitude of canned fish options that make up a large part of the menu. Pick from exotic anchovy and sardine selections from around the world, or grab a more adventurous tin of cod, cockles, squid, trout, mackerel, or cod liver.